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is stretched a flexible band, strap, or string,
To aZZ whom ¿t 'may concern.'
Be it known that- I, JosUA GABRIEL from' _the-middle of which is stretched an

PAULI'N, a subject of the King of Sweden, other bander string, the other'end of which
and resident of 31 Hollandaregatan, is fastened to a point iirmly connected.
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Stockholm; Sweden, have invented certain_ with the shaft o_f the index, thefirst-named
new and useful Improvements in Instru band or >string being thus bei-it inV its 'middle
ments for Measuring Pressures" and'. Forces, - in'toja knee, preferablyin theflîorm of an ob
_
_
_
'
of which'the following isa specification? L tuse angle.,
This invention ‘relates’ to instruments for ' In Fig..1 an arrangement -fis shown for

measuring pressures, forces, electric currents, >_indicating thef'movements` of ‘the armature
etc., in which the movable organ taking up Vof fa"4 galvanometer. An` arm 10 is- firmly
the load is brought back to its initial position connected with the armature-2. _The pillar

under the action-> of springs, and the inven 11 is íixed to the base-platev of the instru
tion more especially is characterized by the ment. From the point 13 on the arm’lû to
movable organ being connected with an the point12 on the pillar 1l" is _stretcheda
angular-bent strap or string connected with flexible band or string 14:. ,_ From the middle
the stand of the instrument and by a second ofthisband orA string is stretched another
strap or string running from the knee of band or string 15, whose otherv end is fast
‘the first-named strap or string to a spring ened to the point 17 .on the index shaft 16. 76
_actuated shaft with which is connected an _A second system of bands or strings may,
»of course, be arranged in, symmetry with
index.
_
The invention is illustrated in the -annexed the former „oneras shown in the figure. This
drawings, in which Fig. 1 shows a galva latter system tends _to turn' the index shaft
nometer, amperemeter, or voltmeter on the 4in thesame direction as the former systeml 80.
electromagnetic principle. Figs. 2 and _ 3 _under the action of the movements of the
armature.- The »bands or strings are being
~
,
'
ln Fig. 1, an electric current to be meas >stretched by elastic force acting clockwise
ured passes through a solenoid or electro .on the index shaft. ~-This Ilatter can. be
magnet l. An armature 2 is ñxed to a lever mounted, and the elastic force acting` on ,the
3 fulcrumedat the point 4. On the end of bands or strings applied, in a known man

show a-barometer.
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the lever 3 ac_ts -a spring 5', the other end of ner. It is, however, preferable to suspend>
which is fastened to the nut 6 guided by the the index shaft in the manner described _
pins 7 and acted upon by a screw 8, by below with reference to Figs. 2 and 3.
' which theA tension of the sprin » may be regu.- -

lated. »This vtension can be
directly read _0n the scale 9.»

irectly vor in»
s .

The mode of operation of the instrument '
is as followsz-

_c

If an electric current passes through the

The movements of -the armature may# be electro-magnet 1, the armature 2 is attracted
observed by means ot an arm -or index and consequently the index 18-turns to the

"
40

direct to the lever 3 and moving over right. '_ By means of the screw S the spring 5 "

is stretched until the index points to zelo.
vided with a zero-point in its center. The 'If properly graduated, the scale can indicate
reading is obtained by bracing or slackening the strength or tension of the current.

a scale, which may,-.for instance, be -pro

-Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the application
the spring 5 by means of the screw 8 until
the ¿index >points to zero. The tension of ofthe invention on thev construction of a

145 the spring, as read on the scale 9, is a meas barometer. The instrument is placed on a
ure of the intensity of the current passing base-plate 19. 20 is an ordinary'evacuated
diaphragm (membrane) box, 21 a clamp
- through the solenoid 1.
It is, however, important that the trans screwed on to the upper side of the box

mission of the movement of the movable 20 and to the disc. 22. The .coil 23 is fastened
member _to an index bebrought about in the to the disc '22 and to the screw-threaded
simplest and most?rictionless wa . -Accord ring 24, which has two projecting arms 25

ing to _the present invention' t .is may be provided at their ends with apertures fitting
done in the following manner: From a» tocylindrical rods 26 actin as guides, when
point ?irmly'connected with the said movable - the ring 24 is being raise or‘ lowered. A
member to a point -immovably cónnected nut 27 for the threadedring 24 is fixed to

with the ñxed stand of thejinstruinent there the disc 28, which is'supported by a ring
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